What is included in a vent window refurbishment?

PRP will completely disassemble the original vent window assemblies, sand blast and paint the vent frame black if the originals were black. If the vent frames are chrome we will lightly buff them. The vents will be reassembled with new weatherstripping, glass, and handles.

Are my original vent assemblies acceptable for this program?

The pivot post must be intact (See picture below). We will sand blast the metal, prime, and paint but any pitting or dents may still be visible.

How does the program work?

You must first fill out a web form and click submit. You will then be emailed your order number and shipping instructions to ship your vents to Precision. You are responsible for shipping charges and safe packaging. Once we receive your shipment we will inspect the assemblies to make sure there is no damage and that they are in proper condition for refurbishment. Once accepted for refurbishment we will provide you with an estimated completion time. You will be charged for return shipping cost on your assemblies whether we refurbish your vent assemblies or reject the project so please give us a call before shipping them if you are unsure of the condition of your assemblies.

How to determine the color of glass?

Depending on the year span, there are up to 3 color choices, Clear/Green/Grey. The best way to determine your color is to hold a white piece of paper behind the glass, this should allow you to easily tell the color of the current glass in your vents. Grey tint is only an option for 1951-59 and 1968-72 model years

How long does it take?

Our goal is to complete the process in 7-10 business days (does not include transit times).

What year spans are eligible for this program?

We are starting with the 73-91 GM trucks and will add the 51-72 year spans early 2018

What is the cost?

Pricing varies per application. See our webform for pricing.

Are the division bar glass runs included?

No, the division bar glass run is not included. Any additional items need to be ordered from our website.
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